COMMENTARY ON CURRENT SITUATION
FACING FINANCIAL MARKETS
Prague, 1 June 2020

Equity Markets Get Stronger Again
Last week was one day shorter than usual because Monday was a bank holiday
in the U.S.A. and the markets were closed. The equity markets began to strengthen
as soon as on Tuesday since yet another firm (NovaVax) announced testing
of a corona virus vaccine.
The American S&P 500 index increased by 3 percent during the past week. Among
the sectors, the cyclical sectors again performed best last week, such as industries and
finances. On the other hand, the communications and energy sectors lagged behind,
having increased by less than 1 percent.
In the days to come, investors will mainly watch the American Institute for Supply
Management Manufacturing Index (the ISM index), which expects a moderate
improvement from 41.5 in April to 43.7 in May; on Friday they will focus
on the labour market since the unemployment rate is expected to jump from 14.7
percent in April up in the direction to 20 percent in May (Source: Bloomberg).
In China, the supply managers’ index exceeded 50 in May, which indicated
an expansion.
The mutual relations between China and the U.S.A. will remain in the focus
of investors also in the course of the following days. The stock exchange seems to has
been ignoring so far the unrests in the U.S.A. accompanied by extensive pillaging.
As regards bond markets, yields remain low both in the U.S.A. and in Europe,
including the Czech Republic. There is a risk facing bond prices in the form of higher
than expected inflation potentially raging in the future months.
Both equity markets and corporate bonds markets still face the risk of the outbreak
of a possible second wave of the corona virus pandemic occurring in autumn
or in winter this year, as well as the disputes prevailing in the business area between
the U.S.A. and China. Yet another risk may be ahead if a Democratic candidate
should win the presidential election in the U.S.A., resulting in a possible increase
in corporate taxes. The election will take place in the U.S.A. at the beginning
of November this year.
We keep our portfolios slightly overweighed in equities, although the days to come
may bring about higher uneasiness to the markets, since they have experienced quick
increases over a short period of time and valuations have no longer been so
favourable as they were one month ago. Nevertheless, equity markets have been
supported by negative real interest rates together with profit increases envisaged
to occur in the course of next year.
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Our funds, too, contained in the past week higher portions of equities than the neutral
ratios, and they thus profited from continuing optimisms on the equity markets.
Responding to such course of events, we realised collection of profit by selling our
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Total shares purchased several weeks ago for
substantially lower prices. A portion of such released
funds has been invested into a broader equity index
of emerging markets. We responded in a similar manner
to increases in the prices of the Czech fixed coupon
sovereign bonds; last week we sold bonds maturing
in 2027 because they have currently been traded
at their historical highs and their current low yields are
no longer so interesting for us (yields approx. 0.6
percent p.a.). On the other hand, we purchased variable
coupon bonds with maturity in 2027, which have been
traded at low prices due to reduced CNB interest rates;
however, they may have interesting potentials following
economic revival.
Summary
• The American S&P 500 index broke its 200day moving average. The growth trend in the
stock markets remains relatively potent.
• As regards tactical regional allocations, we socalled overweigh the regions of the U.S.A.
and Europe, while slightly under-weighing
the Pacific region and the emerging markets.
• As regards tactical sector allocations, we
overweigh technologies, health services,
and the dividend-paying shares segment.
• We consider the bond markets, following a major
growth in prices (drop on yields) relatively
expensive, especially in the segment of fixedinterest sovereign bonds.
• We continue to overweigh moderately
the equity portions of our portfolios
as against bonds.

Acknowledgement
The financial markets experienced in the past days
and weeks a significant calming down of the overall
situation resulting from the spread of the corona virus
pandemic. Therefore, as a result of such positive
development, we shall extend the period of publishing
our comments, namely, from weekly to monthly issues.
At the same time, we haste to assure you that our weekly
comments will return if uncertainties should return to the
markets.
In conclusion, I should like to thank you for your
kindness and trust. The just passed months have
intervened in the lives of each of us. We believe that you
have survived this period in good health and that
you have had the opportunity of spending more time
with your loved ones. As regards financial markets, that
period will have its records in history. I believe that
we did an excellent job together throughout that phase.
This belief of mine is supported not only by the relatively
strong revival of performances of our managed funds
and portfolios, but also by your trust measured by
the volume of managed assets which has again been
reaching within the Raiffeisen ČR group the maximum
amounts reported prior to the emergence of the
pandemic.
Thank you for your kind cooperation.
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NOTICE
All opinions, outlooks, and information, including investment recommendations and commercial ideas, and any
other information contained in the present document, are solely for reference purposes, not binding, and they
represent the opinions of Raiffeisenbank a.s. (“RB”). The present document is not a solicitation of purchase or
sale of any financial assets or any other financial instruments. Prior to adopting any investment decisions, RB
recommends performing a search of detailed information about the envisaged investment or trade. RB has
produced the present document exerting the utmost professional care and in good faith, however, it shall not
be responsible for correctness of its content or for its completeness or accuracy. RB shall not be liable for any
damage or lost profit caused to any third parties by making use of or relying on any information and data
contained in the present document. Raiffeisenbank a.s. wishes to point out that the rendering of above-described
investment services contains a number of risk factors, which may affect either return on or loss of such
investments. Investments do not represent bank deposits and they are not insured under the Deposit Insurance
Fund. The higher the expected yields, the higher the potential risks. The duration of investments affects the level
of risk. Yields also fluctuate due to exchange rate fluctuations. The value of invested amounts and related yields
may rise or fall, while full return on the originally invested sum is not guaranteed. Past performance does not
guarantee future performances. Expected performances do not represent reliable indicators of future
performances. Due to unforeseen fluctuations and developments on financial markets and risks inherent in
investment instruments, the investment goals pre-determined by clients need not be achieved. Any yields from
such investments shall be reduced by rewards paid to and expenses incurred by Raiffeisenbank a.s., as agreed
in the contractual documentation, and/or rewards and fees listed in the Raiffeisenbank a.s. price-list. Taxation of
the client’s assets always depends on the client’s personal circumstances and it may change. Raiffeisenbank a.s.
does not offer tax advices and therefore any liabilities associated with the tax consequences of investing in
bonds remain in full up to the client. Investment services shall not be offered to clients defined as U.S. persons.
Information about Raiffeisenbank a.s.
The document has been drafted by Raiffeisenbank a.s., with registered office at Hvězdova 1716/2b, Praha 4,
Registration number (IČO): 49240901, incorporated in the Companies Register administered by the Municipal
Court in Prague, Section B, File no. 2051. Raiffeisenbank a.s. has been supervised by the Czech National Bank.
The information has been valid as of 1 June 2020. This information may be modified in future and RB shall not
be required to inform any recipients of the present document about such modifications.
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